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1 Abate become less in amount or intensity  38 Abode any address at which you dwell more 
than temporary  

2 Ablaze burning  39 Baffled confused 
3 Abnormal not typical or usual or regular  40 Beseech ask for request earnestly 
4 Authentic not counterfeit or copied  41 Bestow give as a gift 
5 Bewildered confused  42 Betray to be disloyal or unfaithful to 
6 Abundance a very large quantity of something  43 Abrupt exceedingly sudden and unexpected 

7 Accelerate move faster  44 Acclaim enthusiastic approval 
8 Bigot a prejudiced person who is 

intolerant of differing opinions 
 45 Blatant without any attempt at concealment, 

evident, undisguised 

9 Brawl to quarrel noisily  46 Bleak unpleasantly cold and damp 
10 Acknowledge declare to be true or admit the 

existence or reality of  
 47 Accomplice a person, who helps another, 

especially in crime 

11 Addict to cause to become dependent  48 Buffeted knocked 
12 Acrid strong and sharp as a taste, 

upleasantly bitter or pungent 
 49 Bystander a spectator who does not participate 

in an event 

13 Adhering following  50 Calamity A great misfortune 
14 Adjacent having a common boundary or 

edge 
 51 Canny showing self-interest and shrewdness 

in dealing with others 

15 Admonish scold or reprimand, take to task  52 Canine a dog or related mammal 
16 Adorn to decorate  53 Calibre Quality of Character, ability 

17 Affinity a natural liking or understanding of 
someone or something 

 54 Affliction a cause of great suffering and distress 

18 Capsize overturn accidentally  55 Carabineer historical 
19 Agility activeness  56 Choppy extremely destructive 
20 Agitate move or cause to move back and 

forth, make(someone) troubled or 
nervous 

 57 Casual without or seeming to be without plan 
or method 

21 Ajar slightly open  58 Climax the highest point of anything 
22 Akin related by blood  59 Clumsy awkward 
23 Allege report or maintain  60 Combustible Liable to catch fore and burn 
24 Altered Change  61 Apparition Ghost 
25 Dainty Small  or fragite and attractive  62 Anthill a nest in the form of mound built by 

ants or termites 
26 Consult seek information from  63 Cordial warm and friendly 

27 Antique old and expensive articles  64 Corrupt not straight, dishonest  or immoral or 
evasive 

28 Conjure summon into action or bring into 
existence 

 65 crisp sharp and clear, fresh, brittle, 
breakable 

29 Arbour shady nook  66 Daintier Sweeter 

30 Aspire have an ambitious plan or a lofty 
goal 

 67 Anguish suffering causon by pain or worry 

31 Deceased someone who is no longer alive  68 Deftly quickly and skilfully 
32 Despondent unhappy and not hopeful  69 Devour eat quickly or hungrily 
33 Deftness cleverness  70 Detach cause to become separated 
34 Deliberate knowing intentional , planned  71 Demoralize to take away the confidence and 

courage 
35 Dismantle take off or remove  72 Docile easily handled or managed 
36 Dependent a person who relies on another 

person for support 
 73 Dishearten take away the enthusiasm of, to 

discourage 

37 Devout dedicated , religious, sincere  74 Discreet that does not attract attention 
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75 Drone makea monotonous low dull sound, 
to hum (v) a low humming sound 
(N) 

 113 Flatter cause ( someone) to feel honoured 
and pleased, false praise 

76 Earache pain inside the ear  114 Effigy a sculpture or model of aperson 
77 Emanate come from , emerge  115 Emphatically forcefully 
78 Fallible capable of making mistakes or 

being wrong 
 116 Encourage to give support, confidence or hope 

79 Feud a bitter quarrel between two 
parties 

 117 Enthrall hold spellbound , to make a slave of  

80 Enthusiasm great zeal  118 Erode remove soil or rock 
81 Exuberant joyously unrestrained , abundant, 

luxuriant 
 119 Feverishly quickly   , in an ixcited or energetic 

manner 

82 Ferociously in a cruel manner  120 Figment a contrived or fantastic idea 
83 Gravity the force of attraction between all 

massege in universe 
 121 Flaw an imperfection in an object or 

machine 

84 Formidable daunting, difficult  122 Frightening terrifying 
85 Fruitless unproductive of success  123 Gaudy tastelessly showy 
86 Gesticulations gestures  124 Glee feeling of excitement 
87 Gratify make happy or satisfied  125 Harangue a lenathy and aggressive speech 
88 Homage respectful reverence  126 Hostility an extremely unfriendly attitude 
89 Hospitable disposed to treat guests and 

strangers with generosity 
 127 Hurtle move with or as if with a rushing 

sound, to fling, to rush violently 

90 Hybrid cross-bred, mixed  128 Illiterate not able to read or write 
91 Impish mischievous  129 Incident a single distinct event 
92 Implore call upon in supplication, plead 

with, request, pray 
 130 Impulse a sudden strong desire to do 

something 

93 Night mares frightening dreams  131 Nimble moving quickly and lightly 
94 Notify inform of something  132 Overwhelmed overcame by emotion 
95 Notorious known widely and usually 

unfavorably 
 133 Obnoxious causing disapproval or protest, 

extremely unpleasant 

96 Pacify to clam, soothe  134 Panting breathing heavily 
97 Peevish easily irritated or annoyed  135 Persist refuse to stop, to continue to be 
98 Pending awaiting conclusion or 

confirmation 
 136 Permanent continuing or enduring without 

marked change in status 

99 Pluck pull lightly but sharply  137 Precision accuracy, exactness 
100 Ponder reflect deeply on a subject, to think 

over 
 138 Preview an advertisment with short scenes 

from a motion picture, previous review 

101 Predilection perference  139 Prior earlier in time, previous 
102 Trivial useless, minor, unimportant  140 Proposition proposal 
103 Prudent intelligent, sensible  141 Turbulent violent, unstable, unsettled 
104 Quadrant Each of four quarters of circle  142 Renowned famous 
105 Quale a quality or property as perceived 

or experienced by a person 
 143 Random lacking any definite plan or order or 

purpose 

106 Resentment Feeling of anger  144 Salient main, chief, most noticable 
107 Resume take up or begin a new  145 sly cheater, cunning 
108 Rubble  debris, ruins  146 Shirk avoid one's assigned duties 
109 Rustling low noise  147 Sneer Spoke in a scornful manner 
110 Sagacious Showing intelligence, Wisdom and 

good judgement 
 148 Salvation The freeing of a person from sin, or 

the saving of his or her soul 

111 Sauntering walking in a slow and release 
manner 

 149 Sequel something that follows something 
else, consequence 

112 Spacious massive, having ample space  150 Speckle a small spot or patch of colour 

 


